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SUPPORTING STUDENT SUCCESS THROUGH
MEANINGFUL LEARNING EXPERIENCES



What Is OLCi?
OLCi is a Learning Insight and Experience Platform (LIXP)

for Higher Education, that drives meaningful learner

experience and engagement ensuring that every learner

succeeds.

 

Our intelligence platform helps institutions provide high

quality support across the student journey. With the power

of predictive analytics, we help learners succeed from their

first day to their last day. 



Changed OutcomesInsight DrivenUnify Your Data
Institutions have already invested in

multiple systems that help manage many
operational tasks from student

information, enrolment, and reach more
learners with your LMS to scale

instruction. Often these systems operate
in a silo, but when transformed and unified
with a system of intelligence, the potential

and power of data is game changing.

Once, colleges and universities unlock the
potential of their data, with a system of

intelligence, learner success trajectories
can be improved at scale. Our Learning

Insight and Learning Experience Platform
processes data from your systems of

record and engagement, to provide you
with high quality predictive intelligence

geared towards better learning outcomes.

OLCi, moves institutions beyond disparate
data points and disconnected initiatives to

a unified approach.  With data-informed
innovation and actionable intelligence, you
can change the trajectory of your learners
success by equipping your team with the
data they need to take action and provide

support to learners to create more
engaged and successful learners.

Unlock Better Outcomes 



Our platform allows you to gain valuable insight from every

single learner interaction and create an iterative cycle of

predictive analysis to help you refine your institution-specific

model, driving meaningful learning outcomes.

 

OLCi is equipped with institution-specific data and actionable

knowledge points to create custom predictive models — not

just models using some of your data. We work side-by-side

with institutions to provide relevant insights and deliver better

learning pathways. 

Powerful Learning
Insights



OLCi Platform Features

Learning Engagement

Adaptive Learning

Learning Activity Success

Pathway Recommendations

Learner Information

Learner Signals

Use Student Information Systems to
anticipate prospective learner needs
and give your team the tools to drive

retention and support services.

Leverage AI and early alert systems to
identify learners at risk and implement
support programs to provide point of

need support to learners. 

Use OLCi to connect with your LMS and
academic systems, to help identify
learning trends and performance

outcomes to drive success.

OLCi uses RAISEC profiles to assist
with degree alignments and help

learners make better informed and
successful learning pathway decisions.

Understand how your learners
interaction and engage with learning

content, peers and instructors to
power more meaningful engagement. 

Identify learning needs and customise
learning activities to better suit each
learner. Predictive analytics also help

educators perform better.



OLCi Benefits
The power of OLCi isn’t about predicting what will

happen. It’s about providing educators with invaluable

and insightful information about what could happen to

their learners unless they take action to better support

their learners.

 

OLCi provides institutions a scalable, transparent

solution for measurably improved learning outcomes.

Ultimately, driving a more meaningful and empowering

learning experience for learners.  
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Questions?



Xen.Ed is a product of the Crystal Delta Learnscape, a rich

ecosystem of education technology, tools and services that

are used by organisations and schools from 

around the world.

Crystal Delta Learnscape


